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Introduction

Description and location of the project
The wreck is located in Northport Bay approximately 30 miles north of Traverse City, Michigan. The site
is just off the shore of the public beach in a sandy lakebed in fifteen feet of water in a sheltered harbor.
There is minimal floral growth around the wreck in the lakebed itself, but invasive zebra mussels cover a
large portion of the wreck remains.

Reason for choosing the project
The majority of the team members are from out of state (and country); with the given time constraints of
the Northwestern Michigan College Nautical Archaeology Society field school, the shallow water of the
site along with the easy accessibility and good visibility due to the topography add to the appeal of the
project. The wreck needed to be identified and formally surveyed as well as mapped, and a combination
of previous knowledge of the site (including any remaining parts of the wreck and local knowledge of the
area) would assist in determining the historical significance and identification of the wreck. This is
somewhat of a threat-led project, due to its easy accessibility (the wreck is located in shallow waters) by
the general public, and by the destruction of invasive zebra mussels that cover the majority of the wreck.

Project participants
The project participants included Bethany Becktell, Emily Baker, Tim Donahey, and Larry Potts, as well
as both NAS students and non-NAS participants who assisted. Bethany Becktell, the project leader,
focused on the underwater surveying and photographing of the wreck, along with study of the vessel’s
construction, researching possible identifications, and leading the overall work at the site. She carried out
instruction and provided direction for the rest of the team members and any volunteers who assisted on
site and took charge regarding the monograph organization, format, and publication, including the
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majority of its written content. Emily Baker focused on survey and photography as well as a write-up
about the history, foundations, development, and expansion of Northport. Tim Donahey was in charge of
land-based coordination with the dive team, as well as operating and overseeing the survey via a total
station; he completed a written portion about his part of the survey. Larry Potts focused on examining and
photographing the mechanics of the wreck, placing emphasis on two remaining boilers to assist in
identifying the wreck and wrote up a section of the monograph on the mechanics of the boat. The entire
team collaborated to determine the identification of the wreck and research the site’s history and
significance to the Great Lakes region.

Type of project completed
This personal project was undertaken for the Nautical Archaeology Society (NAS) Part II certification.

Primary goals
1.

Georeference and survey the site using a combination of remote sensing methods (sector scan
sonar, total station, direct survey method (DSM) and site Recorder software, snorkeling and
SCUBA diving)

2.

The folders of data in the total station were labeled as jobs “NPW_07.15” and “NPW2016” to
differentiate between two separate years’ that data was collected

3.

Take base-line measurements to determine the extent of ongoing deterioration of the site as well
as the dimensions of the wreck

4.

Photograph and photomosaic the extent of the wreck, as well as complete selective planning
frame drawings to highlight details of ship construction and the boiler

5.

Use videography to record the extent of the wreck

6.

Identify the type of the vessel and the name of the wreck
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7.

Assemble a monograph to submit to NAS as well as create public awareness of the site through
regional talks, informational brochures and posters

Key aims/research questions
The key aims were to survey the wreck as thoroughly as possible in the span of two on-site work days and
determine the identification and historical significance of one of the Northport wrecks (there is another
wreck of similar size located near a second dock nearer the lighthouse that had already been identified as
the Eagle).
Additional days were used to research and gain a better understanding of the site’s significance to the
Northport Bay area, as well as photographing features of the wreck that were not obtained within the
original allotted two work days.
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Location of the Project

Latitude/longitude
The site is located at 45°07'38.4"N, 85°36'42.5"W within Northport Bay in Northport, Michigan,
approximately 30 miles north of Traverse City, Michigan. The following pages with maps show 1) the
continent of North America with the state of Michigan identified by a red arrow; 2) the Grand Traverse
Bay region with the route from the Northwestern Michigan College to Northport highlighted in blue;
3) an aerial photo of the Northport harbor and wreck encircled in red; and 4) a zoomed in view of the
wreck.

Directions and Gaining Access to the Site
From the main campus of Northwestern Michigan College (1701 East Front Street, Traverse City, MI),
Northport is 30.4 miles away. By heading west on Front Street toward Munson Avenue, and then onto M22 S to Northport, the trip is approximately 43 minutes by automobile.
The site is located just off a public beach, and for the purposes of surveying no permission was needed to
access the site.
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Fig. 1: Image of North America with a red circle around the state of Michigan. Googlemaps, 2016.

Fig. 2: Image of the Grand Traverse Bay region from Googlemaps, 2016. Marker on Northport, Michigan.
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Fig. 3: Image of Northport wreck site from Google Earth, 2015. Circled figure is the wreck.

Fig. 4: Zoomed in view of Northport wreck from Google Earth.
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History of the Site: A Brief History of Northport, its Founding, Development,
and Expansion
Founding and development of the trade industry at Northport can be divided into three broad historical
periods: the founding of the region and early natural resource trade; development and expansion of the
village with the construction of the four main docks; and the later decline of commercial enterprise.
In 1849, a missionary named Reverend George Smith accompanied Chief Peter Waukazoo in resettling
his community in the area just south of the present village of Northport, naming it Waukazooville in
honor of the chief (Leelanau County 1995: 288). Three years later, a deacon named Joseph Dame planned
out and began to build the present village of
Northport (Littell 1965:21). This location was chose
due to the sheltered harbor and the newly erected
Grand Traverse light house eight miles to the north,
as well as the abundant natural resources of the area,
Northport quickly became a major landing point for
the numerous outside shipping lanes that ran across

Fig. 5: Chief Waukazoo & Deacon Joseph Dame

Lake Michigan.
The natural resources surrounding the newly-founded Northport contributed a great deal to its commercial
success. Because northern Michigan was still relatively undeveloped at this time, lumber was abundant
and became one of the most prominent trading resources in Northport’s early history (Littell 1965: 6-7).
Lumber was also desperately desired at this time because most if not all vessels moving along the Great
Lakes trading routes were propelled by wood-burning steam engines. It was not until the late 1890s that
the conversion from wood-powered to coal-powered steam engines occurred and the lumber trade began
to decline (Littell 1965: 6-7).
Abundant resources after lumber were agricultural products, mainly potatoes and fruits such as apples and
cherries; the well-drained, sandy soil of the region was ideal for growing fruit trees (Littell 1965:8). Even
the Rev. George Smith, who first settled in the future Northport area, eventually set up a cherry orchard
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on his farm (Leelanau County 1995:288). Because of these ideal growing conditions, the fruit trade
emerged as the second most prominent commercial business in the area.
Shortly after the construction of the Grand Traverse light house in 1852, Joseph Dame began construction
of the first dock in Northport harbor in 1853, and sold it to businessman H.O. Rose in 1854 (Littell 1965:
21). Established navigation routes began to form in 1855, however, the dock was not yet completed.
Despite the complete state of the dock, some of the first shipments of lumber began to be exported from
the harbor on a vessel that made runs between Grand Haven and Buffalo (Littell 1965: 21-22).
As the lumber trade increased, many were attracted to the area to try and make a profit. One individual
named William Voice began construction of a sawmill in 1856 on the bank of Northport Creek near the
present day dam and in conjunction with the first dock owned by H.O. Rose (Littell 1965: 22). Once in
operation in the fall of 1856, Mr. Rose, who had purchased rights to the sawmill wharf, sold half of his
interest in the dock to a man named Amos Fox (Littell 1965: 22). Another pair of businessmen named Mr.
White and Mr. Burbeck started construction in the winter of 1856-1857 on another dock three miles north
of the present day village, where they sold hemlock bark and cords of wood (Leach 1883: 71). By 1867
two more docks had been completed, one by the Rose and Fox dock owned by Campbell and Goodrich
and another two miles north of town owned by a Nicolas Pickard (Littell 1965: 23). These four docks
(Rose & Fox, White & Burbeck, Campbell & Goodrich, and Nicolas Pickard) were estimated to have
shipped a combined total of 35,000 cords of wood a year, at a price of $4.00 a cord (Littell 1965:23).
Towards the latter half the century, coal began to replace wood as a power source for the steam engine
ships that were operating in the Great Lakes (Littell 1965:24). As a result, the demand for wood began to
decrease. Trade in fruits, vegetables and fish, however, remained steady, and commercial activity in the
harbor continued to flourish (Littell 1965: 24).
The increase in commercial fishing trade coincided with the decrease of the wooding business, and
initially began in the 1880s with sail and oar vessels (Littell 1965:26). Some of the most common fish
were lake trout, whitefish, and chub, which were salted and barreled for export (Littell 1965:26). A total
of eight fishing rigs are recorded as operating during the height of the fishing industry in Northport
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(Littell 1965:26). In addition to commercial vessels there were also a large number of passenger vessels
and ferries operating within the Leelanau county area, often stopping at Northport harbor, one of the most
notable being a car ferry that was installed by the Leelanau and Manistique Railroad Company in 1903,
which carried passengers and goods up to Manistique on the Upper Peninsula (Littell 1965: 24-25).
Another major family involved in the fishing industry directly relevant to the shipwreck of this
monograph were the Nelsons. Charles Nelson and later his two sons Bruce and Roy had two docks
established solely for the commercial fishing industry (Hanson, Museum plaque). The fishing industry
was a main source of income for many families in Northport, and the fishermen and their vessels were
well-known in the area; due to the lack of regulation on fishing limits, the market saw many rises and falls
(Armstrong: 120). Eventually, along with commercial trolling industries, as well as an invasive species –
lamprey eels – the lake trout and whitefish populations were decimated, and commercial fishing in
Northport essentially ended in the late 1960s (Armstrong: 122).1 In 1969, the Nelson brothers had a
controlled burning of their building and docks (Hanson, Museum plaque).
The importance of the fishing industry ties directly to the sunken vessel at Northport and the involvement
of the Nelson family will be clarified in the research post-fieldwork and conclusions and
recommendations sections of this monograph.

1

John Dewane states that the fishing populations were “decimated by the lamprey by the early 1950s” (personal
communication, email).
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Survey Log and Methodologies Used
The wreck at Northport was surveyed and documented using a combination of methods, including direct
survey method (DSM), the use of a total station, photographs, and sketches and drawings completed by
divers, as well as surveying using sector scan sonar by Brian Abbott. Work carried out at the site took
place over the course of two weeks in 2015, with three additional days undertaken by the project leader
on her own and again in 2016 over the course of that year’s field school session.
July 14, 2015 – Introduction to projects during the NAS I certification class
July 16-17, 2015 – Northport team met to outline the plans and goals for the project
July 18, 2015 – First day of fieldwork – spent 10 hours on site
July 20-21, 2015 – Northport team met again to outline plans for a second day of work on site and
to revisit the original plan outline
July 22, 2015 – Outlined the monograph to see where more work was needed to be completed for
the project
July 24, 2015 – Sector scans taken by Brian Abbott
July 25, 2015 – Day two of work on-site
July 26, 2015 – Day three of work on-site, consisting mainly of research about Northport
June 2016 – re-photographed the entirety of the wreck, as well as reshot 46 of 50 planned total
station points and continued research on the owner and identification of the wreck

The first day of work experienced several problems. The work day began with a storm that postponed the
project when the team and volunteers arrived to Northport for almost an hour. There were too many
volunteers available, which led to idleness. The assessment survey sketch was carried out by an individual
who had not been formally introduced to the necessary requirements for the survey; there was no depth
taken at the site, and there was difficulty assigning detail points to the survey sketch. The land team,
which involved the total station survey, did not know the name of the folder to use to store the data for the
Northport wreck. The land team also did not set the control job, so every detail point that was taken with
the total station kept shifting from the original control point to the subsequent point. The shade of the
cupola from which the total station was set up made communication between the prism in the water with
two divers and total station operators difficult (verbal communication was impossible given the distance
between the total station and prism). Regarding the safety of the land equipment, wet diving gear and
therefore moisture were within the vicinity of the total station. Several divers had issues managing their
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weights and buoyancy as well as were ill-equipped with wetsuits that were too thin for the Michigan
water, which cost the dive team time in the water. There were several free-roaming divers that kept
interfering with the DSM measurements, slowing working divers. Finally, there was an injury to a diver
during the DSM, which halted the surveying. Overall, the first day was filled with many mistakes and was
not productive to the completion of the project.
Further in-field days with less individuals and revised plans aided in more productive research. On the
second field day, three members examined the boilers and surrounding debris field while other members
continued with surveying the body of the wreck via DSM and total station. As the team that was
examining the boiler finished their dive, they met and discussed the wreck with a local Northport boatbuilder named Bill Livingston who recalled childhood experiences snorkeling the wreck and mentioned
that at that time (the 1950s) the propeller and driveshaft were still intact. Livingston also mentioned that
everyone at the time referred to the wreck as “Hoppy’s Wreck,” explaining that it was owned by a man
named Hopkins. This fortuitous meeting helped guide the research team regarding the identification of the
wreck and its owner. The total station survey of the wreck was redone properly after the team members’
initial mistakes were discovered and rectified.
While the 2015 season eventually produced enough information to complete a report, there were several
errors regarding documentation and required proforma that needed to be reconciled; one critical error
made was that the safety proforma and dive plans were not filled out every time field work was
undertaken, and while a safety meeting was completed on the first day (although not on subsequent days),
the forms were not signed by all present members.
The three work days in 2016 undertaken by the project leader and other members who assisted her
remedied the errors from the previous work, including the completion of all safety forms, more explicit
dive plans, and an overall smoother work experience. The other team members contributed to completion
of the project and the creation of the monograph remotely.
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Survey Methodology – From Land to Water
Since the Northport wreck site lies in relatively
shallow water and was within close proximity to the
shoreline (approximately 600 feet), the predominant
survey method employed was a total station survey
using a TS-11 Leica total station (fig. 6). The total
station with its prism staff was used to position fix the
locations of various detail points on the wreck based
on a set of established, fixed points. In 2015, over 70
points were taken, and in 2016, 46 of 50 planned points

Fig. 6: TS-11 Leica total station

were taken. The total station was set up in the main gazebo/cupola that is located next to Northport
Marina, which is next to the public beach where the dive team entered the water to access the wreck site.
The gazebo was an ideal location due to its clear line of site to the wreck, its ability to shelter the
equipment from inclement weather, and also because of a unique star pattern on its floor (fig. 7). The
primary control point was fixed over this distinguishable star pattern (figs. 8 & 9) that forms at the center
of the gazebo floor (N45.128545, W-85.613302).

Figure 7: Gazebo at Northport Marina, Northport, MI.
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Figs. 8 & 9: star pattern at center of gazebo floor.

A second control point (N 45.128461, W -85.611957) was established at the end of the marina break wall
that was used by both the wreck site team and a second team’s project that was surveying a set of timbers
from a former pier that had been removed. This second control point, however, was not used in the 2016
resurvey.

Figure 10: Northport Marina sea wall. Northport, MI (left); Figure 11: Corner of Northport Marina with
red pin marking control point two. Northport, MI (right).
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This image (fig. 12) shows the distances from the total station’s two set control points (gazebo, upper left;
end of marina, upper right) to the wreck site, lower right.
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The remains of the left chimney, located on Gull Island, a bird sanctuary located at the mouth of
Northport Bay, approximately three miles to the southwest served as the back-sight that is shot after the
first control point is established in order to fix the site with coordinates (N45.099467, W -85.566731).
The back-sight’s latitude and longitude were determined with a handheld compass.

Figs. 13 &14 from top left to right: Images of Gulf Island Bird Sanctuary.
Fig. 15: Image depicting the distance from the gazebo and total station to Gulf Island.
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Visualization of the total station’s data taken in 2015 (fig. 16). The scattered dots in the middle of the
image are from a second group’s survey of a sunken pier while the darker cluster near the bottom are the
data points taken on the shipwreck. The blue solid line indicates the Northport Marina wall, and the
hexagonal shape to the left end of the blue line outlines the gazebo. The black dot in the middle of the
gazebo shape is control point one.
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Raw data from total station. Point 12 appears to be missing. With an adjustment of the prism staff at point
69, the subsequent data is incorrect.
Point #

x

y

z

Comments

CP1
CP2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

1000

1000

1000

Control Point 1
Chimney on House

1271.558
1270.576
1270.082
1270.193
1268.793
1268.943
1267.678
1267.568
1266.469
1267.242
1266.205

472.413
468.527
468.858
471.36
471.483
468.795
468.782
471.245
471.046
468.614
468.515

990.519
989.034
989.271
990.153
989.86
989.114
988.863
989.661
989.344
988.735
988.566

1265.445
1264.284
1264.92
1263.772
1263.282
1262.28
1262.794
1261.972
1261.308
1260.049
1260.967
1259.759
1259.336
1258.208
1258.146
1257.327
1257.124
1252.337
1253.187
1246.562
1245.754

471.05
471.106
468.395
468.256
470.858
470.829
468.207
467.968
470.767
470.553
467.926
468.922
470.361
469.866
469.09
469.924
469.611
469.732
464.53
463.988
468.755

989.145
988.968
988.343
988.237
988.828
988.738
988.087
987.941
988.68
988.543
987.764
987.751
988.348
988.132
987.712
987.98
987.698
988.171
987.304
987.223
987.904
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

1253.937
1251.788
1260.602
1270.542
1266.351
1260.699
1265.429
1261.431
1265.867
1261.862
1267.741
1262.374
1257.59
1258.541
1259.574
1260.563
1261.454
1262.192
1263.777
1264.155
1265.049
1266.412
1267.669
1256.005
1253.942
1253.164
1255.996
1245.665
1229.439
1239.366
1241.491
1240.79
1258.788
1253.18
1239.669
1220.839
1211.516
1204.697
1211.74
1220.97

465.025
464.493
468.07
468.545
467.646
467.101
466.951
465.849
466.113
465.613
466.404
465.662
462.408
462.51
462.948
462.954
463.27
463.614
463.945
464.189
464.202
464.675
464.943
461.514
460.931
463.011
464.193
468.361
464.827
464.638
469.19
468.148
480.833
473.07
476.987
446.443
450.887
459.328
463.107
463.718

988.912
987.72
987.715
989.499
988.612
987.744
988.237
987.693
988.18
987.75
988.325
987.786
989.404
989.422
989.42
989.399
989.366
989.261
989.229
989.236
989.054
988.996
988.887
989.618
989.619
989.496
989.44
988.064
989.054
988.966
987.948
988.008
988.098
988.422
988.31
988.299
988.56
988.29
988.214
988.068
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Departed from Dive Plan

Need to Adjust Pole

Survey Methodology – Underwater
Three divers focused on the main boiler, smaller boiler, and the debris-field. Photographs were the main
form of documentation of the mechanics of the wreck, along with visual study to note the structure and
current state of the boilers. A long metal strip near the wreck was also examined and roughly measured by
this group.
Another set of divers used direct survey method
(DSM) to survey two small fragments that lay to
the west of the main body of the wreck. The divers
set up six rebar stakes that delimited the
fragments, labeled A-E, with bright orange tape
and black ink. The fragments were sketched and
numbered to set up a known pattern to follow

Figs. 17 & 18: Divers surveying using DSM.

when surveyed. Each survey point was measured
from each lettered stake using tape measures. At
the end, the height of each stake was taken using a
diver’s depth gauge.
The DSM data gathered could have been plotted to
visualize the points and check the accuracy of the
divers’ measurements in a software program called Site Recorder; Site Recorder software was not
available at the conclusion of the project to completely map out the DSM measurements to see how
accurate/inaccurate the divers' measurements were; with a demo version of the software, one could only
plot seven points before being required to purchase the full software.
When the project leader resurveyed the wreck in 2016, these smaller fragments were mapped with the
total station. The entirety of the wreck was documented via photography, photogrammetry, and
photographs of different features of the wreck. Planning frames were not used due to time constraints.
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Creating a Site Map
Using a combination of the 2015 and 2016 total station data, four separate photographic images of the
wreck were overlaid with the data points to complete a compiled orthographic image. The 2015 data
points were overlaid on the main portion of the wreck; there were no total station survey points for the
smaller wood fragments to the west of the wreck because those pieces were measured by divers using
direct survey method. The 2016 total station survey points on these same western wood fragments were
used to align the individual images to create the overall composite image to develop a site map. On top of
the photo compilation, using Photoshop, a blueprint-like image was created to outline key visible
elements of the wreck. Finally, the photos were removed to leave a skeleton-like drawing of the wreck
(fig. 19, image of site map on following page).
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Fig. 19: Site Plan
24

Site Analysis
Wreck details
The wreck consists of two main parts, the body
of the boat and two significant pieces of debris
that have detached and drifted slightly to the
west. The wreck is composed primarily of wood
with

metal

fasteners.

The

only

metal

mechanical components that still remain are two
boilers, one substantially larger than a second
Fig. 20: Ribs on main body of wreck

smaller one; the larger boiler is still in the body

of the wreck, on its side, and the smaller boiler is near the smaller western fragments. The wreck’s keel
measures nearly 45 feet in length and approximately 8.5 feet wide. Initially, the wreck appears to lay flat,
but upon closer examination it seems as if half of the width has folded upon itself, based on the patterning
of the rib framing.

About seven feet from the main wreck to the east
there is a long metal strip approximately four
inches wide and fairly long (estimated at 40+ feet),
dark brown in color; the width of the strip is halfmoon shaped, possibly steel (fig. 21). Larry Potts
Fig. 21: Metal strip

and Bill Livingston discussed that this metal piece,

if it is associated with the wreck, may have attached along the length of the keel originally.
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Boiler details and mechanical system evaluation
The large boiler (fig. 22, left) appears twochambered equally from top to bottom. On the
exterior of the boiler there are turnbuckle (starshaped) pieces of metal with shafts through them on
either side of the boiler in the center equidistant on
both sides. On the west-facing end of the boiler (inside the boiler) a grate feature was also discovered.
The boiler lay on its side and not in its original upright position. The boiler is rounded in shape, and it
measures approximately 7 feet in length and 4 feet in width and height.

The smaller boiler that lies to the west of the main
wreck does not contain many notable features: one
exception is a small threaded knob on the end,
suggesting that it may have screwed into a larger
object at some point. There are also threaded
openings on the opposite end. The small boiler

Fig. 23: Smaller boiler

measures approximately one and a half feet in length and one foot in width.

Based on a conversation with a Northport local, the team investigating the boiler learned that in the 1950s
and 1960s there was still a propeller and other mechanical parts on the wreck; today, however, only the
two boilers remain. Larry Potts, the primary investigator of the boiler and mechanics of the wreck,
suggests that the boilers are similar to a style called a Naphtha boiler. The naphtha engine, an external
combustion engine, was patented in 1883 by Frank W. Ofeldt and later developed by Gas Engine &
Power Company out of New York (Towne: n.p.). The naphtha engine became a popular choice because of
its use of naphtha instead of water; naphtha, a type of spirit with a low boiling point ranging from 30-
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170°C [86-338°F],2 has a lower vaporization point, signifying that given
the same amount of heat, more vapor could be produced using naphtha
than water (Towne: n.p.).
economical,”

and

Naphtha was advertised as “cleanly and

“although

dangerous” (Rudder Magazine:

highly

flammable…not

necessarily

5, 26). After several explosions from

steamboats and the requirement of a licensed operator, the naphtha engine
was an appealing choice for smaller watercraft, powering launches that
could be operated sans a licensed engineer (Towne: n.p.). The types of
vessels that the naphtha engine could power, ranging from “a 1
Fig. 24: Naphtha engine,
from Rudder Magazine 1890.

horsepower, 16 foot launch up to a 76 foot twin screw yacht” (Towne:
n.p.) amply covers the estimated size of the Northport wreck,

approximately 45 feet long.
The naphtha engine, while popular during the turn of the century, is still only one possible explanation for
the mechanics of the wreck on the lake bed at Northport, and unfortunately not much more than the
skeleton of a mechanical system that once existed aboard the vessel. Any quick web search of images of
vessels with naphtha power
sources, furthermore, more
often than not depict a boiler
whose top is barely above
the level of a canopy or
cabin and toward the back of
the vessel (see fig. 25). In
one of two images of the

Fig. 25: Advertisement of a naphtha launch, from Rudder Magazine 1890.

suspected identity of the Northport wreck, the boiler is raised visibly above the cabin and located in the
center of the boat (see cover image). There could also be something behind the boiler (although it could
2

Rayaprolu, K. 2009. Boilers for power and process. Pp. 124-125. Boca Raton, FL: Taylor & Francis Group.
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simply be the negative space behind the tree line). There is also some odd image reversal, as the flags are
upside down.
Research post-fieldwork
At the conclusion of the fieldwork, the team members began researching the history of Northport
(outlined in the previous section in this monograph, History of the Site) as well as attempting to identify
the wreck and its ownership. While local individuals in Northport were fairly unanimous about the wreck
being identified as the Flora or more colloquially “Hoppy’s Wreck,” the true identity of Hoppy was not
known, and there was not a clear link between the archaeological and historical evidence of the wreck. A
search of wrecks in the Great Lakes region, particularly Northport, revealed only one vessel that would fit
the location and size of the unidentified wreck: a tug (tugboat) constructed in 1889 called the Flora.3 The
Flora was built by James Elliott, made of wood, 44.8 feet in length and 12 feet wide. These preliminary
measurements and material correspond with the measurements of the Northport wreck. The final location
of this Flora is listed as off of Northport in the Grand Traverse Bay, swamped and sunk at some point
during a storm (also corroborates the current wreck). The remaining listed history of the Flora was
extremely brief:
1889, Oct 25 Launched at Roger & Bird's yard, Saugatuck, MI.
1895 Owned Chicago party, IL.
1899 Owned John E. Wood.
Date Unknown Swamped & sank in storm. [sic]
Beginning research turned up the name of a Bennie Hopkins, an owner of a small boat called the Peggy B,
but further research determined this was not the same Hoppy. While members of the Northport team were
assisting with another project, Northport locals Pam and Fred Steffens, owners of a wreck off their
personal dock named the Eagle, wandered by to chat and fortuitously mentioned that the ancestors of
Hoppy lived next door. Mrs. Steffens called the neighbors, the Dewanes, and the team leader (Becktell)
went over to interview them. The neighbor was the great-granddaughter of Hopkins, Theresa Dewane,

3

The details in this brief section about the specifics of the Flora vessel are all from Alpena County George N.
Fletcher Public Library Great Lakes Maritime Collection. FLORA (1889, Tug (Towboat)). Retrieved from
http://greatlakeships.org/2894360/data?n=12.
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who knew that the wreck was called the Flora and named after her ancestor’s second wife; Mrs. Dewane,
unfortunately, did not know Hopkins’ first name. Mrs. Dewane also had a printout of a photograph of the

Fig. 26: Image of the Flora, courtesy of Mrs. Dewane.

Fig. 27: Flora, same as cover image.

Flora (fig. 26), a vessel that is strikingly similar to the photograph of the Flora that is listed in the C.
Patrick Labadie Collection that is housed in Alpena, Michigan (fig. 27 and cover image); the former of
the two photographs appears to have a newer cabin, but the hull appears to be almost identical in nature.
Unfortunately, due to the original quality of Mrs. Dewane’s photograph that was then reprinted, the white
text on the hull is illegible.
The identity of Hopkins became known when Mrs. Dewane put the team leader in touch with a family
member, John Dewane, who divulged the familial lineage, including “Hoppy” Hopkins’ true name:
William Petroleum Hopkins. The team leader used ancestry.com to research the lineage of Mr. W.P.
Hopkins and found a 1930 census record (see appendix) that had information regarding his family,
including an address in Northport, as well as a second spouse named Flora, the possible namesake of the
wrecked vessel.
William Petroleum Hopkins was born in Titusville, Pennsylvania ca. 1865. In the early 1900s, he lived in
Traverse City, Michigan where he married his second wife Flora Anna Hopkins (née Radcliffe) on
December 1st, 1909.4 The couple eventually moved to Northport, MI, owned a home on Bay Street, and

4

While researching the family lineage through ancestry.com, the team leader was able to view a scan of the
marriage records from Michigan for the year range of 1867-1952; these records, however, were only viewable on the
website and unavailable to download without a fee; these records are not, therefore, listed in the appendix of this
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had two daughters, Mary J.L. Hopkins and Helen B. Hopkins. W.P. Hopkins was employed in the
commercial fishing industry5 by the Nelson brothers. The team leader spent time searching through
microfiches of local newspapers to find any connections between a boat named Flora and William
Hopkins to continue to piece together a timeline that could fit the wreck with the history of the town,
since no other significant information about Hopkins’ life could be found. On the front page of the
Leelanau Enterprise for Thursday, March 27th, 1947, there was a headline about a spring storm that
passed through. While spring storms are not uncommon, about two months later in the “want ad section”
of the Record Eagle newspaper (see appendix) there is a small notice that reads
Take notice! The tug, Flora A., is not an abandoned vessel. Anyone disturbing or
removing anything will be prosecuted under federal laws.
Wm. Hopkins, owner
This notice appears in three subsequent weeks of the newspaper and clearly suggests the Flora by this
time (spring of 1947) has sunk. The known Flora from the Great Lakes Maritime Collection database has
an unknown sunk date but does indicate that it was swamped in a storm. Perhaps the storms from March
1947 were the cause, given that Hopkins is then warning others not to disturb his vessel. If these spring
storms were in fact the culprit, there is still a two-month window when the wreck could have sunk. There
was one other newspaper that could have provided relevant information. For a brief period, there was a
newspaper published called the Northport Leader. This paper, however, is difficult to find and even more
difficult to access. Despite connecting with Central Michigan University’s digital collections manager to
search the months of May to March of 1947 for anything relating to “Flora” or “William Hopkins,” the
newspapers were so poorly digitized that the microfiche was unreadable.

monograph. The census record, however, was available to download free of charge during the trial subscription to
ancestry.com.
5

Year: 1930; Census Place: Northport, Leelanau, Michigan; Roll: 1006; Page: 2B; Enumeration District: 0009;
Image: 199.0; FHL microfilm: 2340741.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Of the original seven primary goals stated in the introduction of this monograph, the wreck was
georeferenced and surveyed using the methods listed (sector scan sonar, total station and its respective
labeled folders, direct survey method (DSM), snorkeling and SCUBA diving); the site was photographed
and a photomosaic was created of the wreck (no selective planning frame drawings were undertaken); the
wreck was recorded with videography; the name of the wreck and type of vessel were identified; and a
monograph was assembled to publish the research team’s findings.
Given the shallow depth and proximity to the shore in a high-traffic beach area, the education and
publication of the site will hopefully assist in its preservation. In 2015 there was a marker buoy chained to
the wreck but this was missing in 2016, probably dislodged by a boat; the chain was still attached.

The wreck for the most part has been unanimously identified as the Flora based on the archaeological and
historical evidence, but there are still several avenues that could be pursued to tighten up the timeline and
corroborate (or disprove!) the identity of the wreck. Firstly, at the turn of the century, what types of
records showing ownership existed, if any? The last known date for the Flora from the Great Lakes
Maritime Collection database is 1899, stating that it was owned by John Wood. William P. Hopkins did
not live in Northport until a few years after the turn of the 20th century, so at some point Wood could have
sold his vessel to Hopkins. This, however, is merely speculation without any documentation. Secondly,
there is the issue with the poor conservation of the local newspapers. Bethany Becktell’s hypothesis for
the Northport Leader was that if there were any publications about the sinking of a vessel of a local
Northport man and local commercial fisher, that there may have been a news story in the local paper
dating around the time that Hopkins had put his notices into the Record Eagle in the late 1940s. It is
unfortunate that the conservation of the Northport Leader was done so poorly that the microfiches are
unreadable to either support or disprove this hypothesis. Thirdly, there are only the two known images of
the Flora, both contained in this monograph, asking the question again of whether the Great Lakes image
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is in fact the correct Flora. It would be ideal to see the original photograph (or the negative) that was
provided by Mrs. Dewane to see what information could be pulled from the writing on the hull of the
vessel. While the members of the local populace that know about the wreck unanimously agree that it is a
vessel called the Flora, there are several avenues that could be explored further with more time and
resources.

Along with the publication and submission of this monograph about the Northport wreck, informational
pamphlets about the site and a brief overview of its history would be an excellent supplement to local
diving shops to advertise not only the wreck but the Northport area. Given the shallowness of the site,
accessing the wreck site is a relatively easy swim or an even easier kayak/canoe trip, and the wreck is
clearly visible from the water’s surface and an ideal spot for diving or snorkeling.

In the grand scheme of maritime history, this single, small tugboat is just one of many wrecks in the Great
Lakes region and is relatively unimportant. However, to the Northport community, the wreck is a piece of
local history that is tied closely to the Hopkins family whose ancestors still own a home on the beach that
is frequented in the summer. The wreck and the owner associated with it, furthermore, had ties to a
prominent fishing family that supported Northport economically at the turn of the century.
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Site Photographs
Northport Team 2015: from left, Tim Donahey, Bethany Becktell, Emily Baker, Larry Potts

On-Site at Northport: gazebo next to the docks where the total station was placed for survey

A view of the public beach with two entry points for divers – the beach itself and a concrete sidewalk that
leads to the water’s edge
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A view of the harbor, in 2015 - Bill Livingston docked his boat (shown), the Vela, close to the wreck. The
red buoys indicate the no boating zone in front of the beach.

Underwater images of the smaller pieces of the Flora with stakes set for direct survey method
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Underwater images of the diving team doing direct survey method on the smaller fragments of the Flora
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Remote Sensing Imagery - Sector Scan Sonar, select images
Sector Scan Sonar images, courtesy of Brian Abbott
Left: drop #2, 45 feet; right: drop #1, 75 feet
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Miscellaneous Photos
Larry Potts and Bethany Becktell preparing for a dive, 2015.

Reporter from the 9&10 News who filmed the Northport team, 2015. Screenshot image of the online
article written about the Northport team’s work. Advertisements along edge of article removed from
image.
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Left: Image of John Dewane in front of “Hoppy’s” steering wheel, 2011. Right and below, images taken
at the Northport Area Museum: William Hopkins, and an assortment of typical commercial fishing tugs
from the 1900s. Note the similarity of the hulls of the fishing vessels to each other and to Hopkins’ Flora.
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Images of postcards showing Northport at the turn of the 20th century. Postcards from the Northport Area
Museum.
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Newspaper Clipping with Hopkins notice
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1930 Census Record
William Petroleum Hopkins and family members, enclosed in red outline, from the 1930
Northport MI census
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Family Tree Information
William Petroleum Hopkins’ family information as stated by John Dewane (communicated via email), the
grandson of William and Flora, and ancestry.com
William Petroleum “Hoppy” Hopkins was born in Titusville, Pennsylvania on Feburary
2, 1865 and died at Taft California on 3-11-54. He is burried [sic] at the Hopkins plot in
Oakwood Cemetery in Traverse City, Michigan. On December 1, 1909, at Traverse City
he married Flora Anna Radcliffe who was born on January 7, 1883, in Traverse City,
Michigan, and died on July 8, 1955 at Belleville, Michigan. She is buried in the Hopkins
plot at Oakwood Cemetery in Traverse City. His daughter, Mary Jane (Pelkey) was
born on 3-6-12 and his daughter Helen Beatrice (Fisher) on 8-19-13…Hoppy was a
commercial fisherman at Northport. His boat burned and sunk just south of what is now
the Marina. This must have been in the 1940s since fishing was decimated by the
lamprey by the early 1950s. This year (2003) because of low water the wreck has been
marked with a buoy…Paul [Winans] got permission from Hoppy to salvage Hoppy’s
wooden steering “boat wheel” from his sunken boat which Paul did in 1948.
Ancestry.com research findings based on Dewane’s information6
Name:
Birth Year:
Gender:
Race:
Birthplace:
Marital Status:

William Hopkins
abt 1865
Male
White
Pennsylvania
Married

Relation to
Head of House:

Head

Home in 1930:

Northport, Leelanau, Michigan

Map of Home:

View Map

Street address:

Bay Street
[Bay]

Dwelling
Number:

41

Family
Number:

45

6

Ancestry.com. 1930 United States Federal Census [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations
Inc, 2002.
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Home Owned
or Rented:

Owned

Home Value:

1500

Radio Set:

No

Lives on Farm:

No

Age at First
Marriage:

21

Attended
School:

No

Able to Read
and Write:

Yes

Father's
Birthplace:

England

Mother's
Birthplace:

Ohio

Able to Speak
English:
Occupation:

Yes
Proprietor

Industry:

Comm'l Fishing

Class of
Worker:

Wage or salary worker

Employment:
Neighbors:
Household
Members:

Yes
View others on page
Name

Age

William Hopkins

65

Flora A Hopkins

47

Mary J L Hopkins

19

Helen B Hopkins

16
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Ancestry.com marriage information7
Name:
Gender:
Race:

William Hopkins Jr
Male
White

Birth Year:

abt 1865

Birth Place:

Titusville, Pennsylvania

Marriage Date:

1 Dec 1909

Marriage Place:

Traverse City, Grand Traverse,
Michigan, USA

Age:
Residence Place:
Father:

44
Traverse City, Michigan
William Hopkins

Mother:

Jane A Suddick

Spouse:

Flora Anna Radcliffe

Record Number:
Film:
Film Description:

234
98
1909 Berrien - 1909 Ingham

7

Ancestry.com. Michigan, Marriage Records, 1867-1952 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com
Operations, Inc., 2015.
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